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Abstract
A 28-year-old male presented after gunshot injury to his right side from a shotgun. He had no prior history
of gunshot injury and no neurologic deficits on presentation. Initially, non-contrast computed tomography
(CT) scans of the head, face, chest, abdomen, and pelvis demonstrated multiple pellets lodged in the
patient’s right upper extremity, face, abdomen, and right hemithorax which penetrated the right lung. A
shotgun pellet was also found in the region of the left middle cerebral artery (MCA) on the head CT without
contrast with no skull fracture or intracerebral hemorrhage. The patient subsequently developed right
hemiplegia and expressive aphasia approximately 48 hours after the trauma. CT angiography (CTA) of the
head and neck with perfusion at that time demonstrated ischemic penumbra and the location of the pellet to
be in the distal left M1 branch. No intervention was performed given the location. The patient clinically
improved without intervention.This is an uncommon injury and outcome for embolization of a foreign body.
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Introduction
Missile embolization to the cerebral circulation remains an unusual and rare complication of gunshot
wounds that usually has devastating outcomes [1-4]. Embolism from shotgun wounds are attributed to the
combination of small pellet size, wide surface area of injury, and low velocity projectiles whose low kinetic
injury allows for incomplete perforation of the affected vessel, thus trapping it in systemic circulation [4-6].
The current management guidelines of pellet embolization to the cerebral vasculature remain limited with
the literature reporting surgery, anticoagulation, and observation, all as acceptable treatment options [1-9].
We present a case of an embolic shotgun pellet to the left middle cerebral artery (MCA) causing transient
neurologic symptoms which was managed with anti-platelet therapy and observation. The exact route of the
embolic pellet was unable to be confirmed definitively, but a few possibilities are entertained after workup
excluded some of the initial theories. 

Case Presentation
An otherwise healthy28-year-old male was brought to the emergency department of Saint Louis University
Hospital after being shot through a glass window with a shotgun. On arrival, he was conscious with multiple
retained buckshot pellets in the right face, right upper extremity, right chest and abdomen (figures 1-4). The
initial neurologic examination was normal with no focal deficit. 
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FIGURE 1: CTA MIP right upper extremity
Image shows pellets with streak artifacts of the right upper extremity and right abdomen
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FIGURE 2: CTA 3D reformat right upper extremity
Image shows pellets with streak artifacts of the right upper extremity and right abdomen
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FIGURE 3: CTA head and neck coronal MIP
Arrow=Pellet in location of left MCA

Arrowheads=Pellets in the right upper lobe

FIGURE 4: CTA head and neck coronal 3D reformats

Initial CT brain without contrast showedmultiple shotgun pellets; these were located along the left
temporal lobe in the Sylvian fissure, in the right frontal scalp, and in the soft tissues of the face without any
evidence of skull fracture or intracranial hemorrhage (figure 5-6). The route of the intracranial pellet was
unknown at the time and was thought to possibly be from prior gunshot since there were no large arterial
injuries identified and the patient was neurologically intact. No visible entry point via the skull was
identified. No other intracranial abnormalities were identified. 
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FIGURE 5: CT head without contrast
Arrow=Pellet in right facial soft tissues
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FIGURE 6: CT head without contrast demonstrating a pellet in the
expected location of the left MCA

The patient underwent an emergent exploratory laparotomy forprimary repair of penetrating bowel injuries
from the ballistics and cholecystectomy. 

The patient remained intubated and sedated postoperatively. Afterextubating the patient, approximately 48
hours after admission, his neurologic examination was significant for new onset right hemiplegia and
expressive aphasia. Repeat CT head revealed new area of hypodensity in the left frontal lobe, which
persisted on repeat CT head the following day (figures 7-9) . CT angiography of the head with perfusion and
CTA of the neck were ordered emergently.

FIGURE 7: Normal appearing parenchyma at the level of the lateral
ventricles
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FIGURE 8: CT head with new area of hypodensity in the left frontal lobe

FIGURE 9: CT head demonstrating increased hypodensity in the left
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frontal lobe

CT angiography of the head and neck revealed a shotgun pellet at the bifurcation of the left MCA with
dilation of the MCA branches distal to the pellet (figures 10-11). This was thought to likely be compensatory
from partial occlusion caused by the pellet. Again, no visible entrance of the bullet through the skull or
cervical arteries were identified. 

FIGURE 10: CTA head demonstrating pellet in left MCA distal M1 or
proximal M2 branch (streak artifact limits exact localization)
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FIGURE 11: CTA head demonstrating dilation of the distal branches of
the left MCA territory

CT perfusion revealed abnormalities in a region supplied by the left MCA. The cerebral blood volume (CBV)
and cerebral blood flow (CBF) were normal, however there was elevated Time-to-Maximum (Tmax) which
was thought to correlate with compensatory dilation of the distal MCA branches (figure 12-16).Intervention
was not pursueddue to the patient’s labilehemodynamic status from other injuriesand risk of complication.A
transthoracic echocardiogram was obtained to look for a patent foramenovaleor atrial septal defect to
exclude the possibility of a right-to-left shunt bypassing the lungs. The echocardiogram showed no
abnormality. 
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FIGURE 12: CT perfusion demonstrating normal CBV
CBV=Cerebral blood volume

FIGURE 13: CT perfusion demonstrating normal CBF
CBF=Cerebral blood flow
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FIGURE 14: CT perfusion demonstrating elevated Tmax in the left
frontal lobe
Tmax=Time-to-Maximum

FIGURE 15: CT perfusion demonstrating mismatch volume of 18mL
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FIGURE 16: CT perfusion demonstrating preserved rCBV, rCBF, and MTT
with elevated Tmax in the left MCA territory of the left frontal lobe

The patient was started on aspirin, andbythe time of dischargetoa rehabilitation center,thepatient’s
neurologic exam improved with minimal residual neurologic deficits.On his most recent neurology clinic
visit, four months after hospital discharge, the patient’s only reported neurologic symptoms were chronic
intermittent pain in the right upper and lower extremities. On objective physical examination, he was
reported to have 6/8 strength of the right lower extremity. 

Discussion
The lack of a definitive route of entry and embolization in the case of this patient prompted a brief review of
the literature surrounding the mechanism of cerebral arterial embolization following gunshot wounds. In
Kuo et.al, an analysis of 261 cases of civilian intravascular ballistic embolization revealed that a
disproportionate number of emboli (69%) were associated with truncal entry wounds with roughly equal
involvement of the left and right circulation. However, in cases where a centrally located embolus did
migrate cranially, there was a greater propensity for right (74%) over left (26%) laterality [10]. Reported
pathways commonly involve direct entry via the thoracic aorta, pulmonary veins, or left ventricle with less
common etiologies including transseptal migration into the left ventricle or, even rarer, retrograde
embolization. Additional factors to consider when assessing for possible routes of entry also include the
firing distance, trajectory, velocity, and physical properties of the projectile itself [11,12]. 

In our patient, onehypothesized route of embolization isarterial injury of the pulmonary vasculature which
drained into the left atrium, subsequently leading to the entry of the pellet into the left internal carotid
artery where it eventually traveled to, and partially occluded, the left MCA at the distal M1 segment.An
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alternatehypothesisis entryofthepellet through a wound in the chest into the aortic arch or left
common carotid artery creating a valve that prevented extravasation of blood into the mediastinum or neck
and then through usual physics of blood flow the pellet gets propelled to the left ICA and through the
carotid terminus to the distal M1 where it is trapped prior to the bifurcation. Given the negative
transthoracic echocardiogram, atransseptal migration is unlikely to have occurred in our case. 

The optimal management of intracranial arterial pellet embolization continues to remain controversial.
Appropriate neuroradiologic workup of gunshot wound patients with new neurologic deficits should
include CT head for assessment of injury type and severity as well as for prognostication. CTA with
perfusion may also be considered for evaluation of vascular territory anatomy and involvement. In a review
of 30 cases, 4(13.4%) asymptomatic and 26 (86.6%) with some neurologic deficit, underwent conservative
management - suggesting that intracranial pellets can be well tolerated [4]. Indications for surgical
intervention in the literature have classically included preventing thrombus propagation and complete
infarct, vascular erosion, and mitigating risk of infection [7,8]. The primary risk associated with surgical
management was ballistic body migration and distal embolization, as was observed in 9% of retrieval
attempts [4]. Additional factors which argue against surgical management included a stable neurologic
deficit, presence of collateral circulation on arteriographic imaging, and a complete infarct [7,13]. Our case
highlights the consideration of these factors in respect to overall prognosis when determining management.

Conclusions
In summary, embolized pellet fragments to intracranial circulation following gunshot related thoracic injury,
while having been occasionally reported in the past, continues to remain limited in the literature. This case
distinguishes itself from those previously reported by its combination of delayed onset of
presentation, proposed routes of injury, and clinical resolution of neurologic deficits with non-operative
management. In patients with focal neurologic deficits who are not surgical candidates, anticoagulation and
supportive treatment should still be considered.

Additional Information
Disclosures
Human subjects: Consent was obtained by all participants in this study. Conflicts of interest: In
compliance with the ICMJE uniform disclosure form, all authors declare the following: Payment/services
info: All authors have declared that no financial support was received from any organization for the
submitted work. Financial relationships: All authors have declared that they have no financial
relationships at present or within the previous three years with any organizations that might have an
interest in the submitted work. Other relationships: All authors have declared that there are no other
relationships or activities that could appear to have influenced the submitted work.
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